Design Technology
Portfolio

D.T at West Hove Infants
•

Through the teaching of Design and Technology we are
preparing our children for living and working in a rapidly
changing technological society. Pupils learn how to take risks,
becoming resourceful, innovative, enterprising and capable
citizens. Through the evaluation of past and present design
and technology, they develop a critical understanding of its
impact on daily life and the wider world. High-quality design
and technology education makes an essential contribution to
the creativity, culture, wealth and well-being of the nation.

•

The Design and Technology curriculum is planned so as to
develop the children’s creative, practical and intellectual
skills, along with knowledge and understanding, in order that
they can design and make quality products in response to
real and purposeful needs and opportunities.

Curriculum Drivers :

S.E.E.D.

Standards

Engagement

Diversity

Enquiry

‘Seed for learning’
‘Life-long learning’

Curriculum Overview
Our Curriculum Maps, detail all of
the opportunities for the teaching
and learning of DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY throughout each
year.

Curriculum
Please go to OUR
WEBSITE:
http://www.westhovei
nfants.co.uk/ourcurriculum/schemesof-work/
to see our Design
Technology
curriculum planning
in full.

STANDARDS

The standard of DT
work is very high at
West Hove Infants. We
celebrate the children’s
achievements and
successes and allow
them time to think
critically and creatively
when designing,
making and evaluating
their work.

Consistency of expectations
across both sites: planning,
moderation. High quality
resources, modelling and
displays

Teaching children
explicitly the
importance of having a
goal and working hard
to achieve it. Target
setting, PSHE
curriculum and
assemblies, Special
Mention & Star of the
Week

Having high expectations of all pupils. Thorough
assessments in place and a dynamic approach to
interventions to ensure all pupils reach their
potential: Pupil progress, achievement team &
Spotlight meetings

Standards:

Achieved by…

Teaching children
about aspirational
people: Nelson
Mandela, Mary
Anning, Neil
Armstrong

Developing a positive
attitude to the
process of learning:
Learning
Characteristics,
Growth Mindset,
Learning Model,
Learning Ladders

Challenge for all children at all
levels in all subjects: marking and
feedback, mastery approach,
self/peer assessment, polishing
pens, challenge partners, ‘Deep
Dive’ challenges

Standards in
YR

Standards in
Y1

Standards in Y2

‘Stunning Starts’,
‘Fabulous Finishes’

Local
environment:
walks, beach visit,
Wish park

Challenge for all:
Challenge Partners,
Professor Prove it, ‘Deep
Dive’ challenges

Engagement
Learning outside.
Active Learning.
Sports & PE

Using children’s ideas as
starting points.
Wonderful World of
Me. Home Learning
Projects

First hand
experiences.
Investigations.
Problem Solving.
Mastery &
Challenge. Cross
curricular links

Visits and visitors:
e.g. Zoolab, Space
Dome

Theme days:
Superhero Day,
Art Day, French
week

Use of ‘Learning
Model’. Brain
breaks. Talk for
Writing
Clubs:
Storybones, Lego
club, Science,
Art & Craft etc!

Engagement

Through a variety of
creative and practical
activities, pupils are
taught the knowledge,
understanding and skills
needed to engage in an
interactive process of
designing and making.

Creative and Critical
thinking: Growth Mindset,
Learning Characters

Expressing opinions.
Listening to and
respecting other’s
opinions

Negotiation
Reasoning and

Problem solving.
Exploring maths
and science
concepts: Lego

Team work:
Discussion and

Investigations &

club, Science

Enquiry:
Developed
through:

club

Challenge Partners

Reflecting Justifying:
‘Professor Prove It’

Generating own
questions.

Questions which
promote exploration
and discussion of ideas
– no right or wrong
answers

Mastery – Depth
of Understanding

Learning through Play:
Active Learning,
Exploring, Innovating,
Creating

Enquiry

From Reception, children are encouraged to reflect
critically and express their own thoughts and ideas freely.
Children learn how to evaluate their work and make
improvements where necessary.

Festivals: Eid, Diwali,
Christmas, Chinese
New Year

Respect: Challenging stereotypes,
Behaviour and Anti-Bullying,
Restorative Justice, Refugee Week

Local community:
Children’s
Parade, Let’s
Dance

Diversity of
language: Sharing
home languages,
French

British
Values:
preparation
for life in
modern
Britain

Diversity:

Knowledge of other

Through
celebration and
awareness of…
A PSHCE curriculum
that explores
the diversity of gender
representation, race,
religion and family units
in our community

Awareness of
others:
Displays,
Wonderful
World of Me!

cultures and
communities both in
school and further
afield: Around the
World, Rainforests,
French Week, people
from different cultures/
countries

Diversity

Children get opportunities to taste and create a
diverse variety of food.

Children have the opportunity to share their finished products. There is a strong
ethos of respect and celebration as children discuss what they like about each
others work. Year 2 have a fashion show to celebrate their amazing bags and they
can see the diverse range of creations and can offer their opinion on them.

How can I support my child at home?
•

Keep a box of resources including paper, card, textiles, plastic, Lego (or
other construction kit) clay, plasticine, glue, scissors, string and so on for
experimenting with the properties of different materials and creating
their own designs.

•

For children who are particularly interested in textiles, keep a collection of
fabrics, thread, wool, fabric paints, sequins etc. and show them simple
sewing /knitting techniques. Try to keep a balance between supervising
your child for health and safety purposes and allowing them to explore,
create and experiment.

•

Provide opportunities for you child to cook. Develop their food
technology skills by exploring different ingredients, naming and
discussing utensils. Let them design with food by choosing/changing an
ingredient or decorating/plating the food.

How can I support my child at home?
•

Talk to your child about the design of some of the familiar things around
them in the home or the environment. Do they prefer some designs more

than others and why? Is one pair of shoes more attractive or more functional
than the other? How does their new toy work? Does that recipe use healthy
ingredients? Why is one spoon made of metal and the other of plastic? Look
for pulleys/levers/mechanisms in everyday objects. How do they work? Allow
your child to take apart an object that you no longer use to see how it has
been constructed.
•

Suggest your child designs their own cards or invitations; perhaps on the
computer if you have access to one.

•

Set your child a fun task /problem which allows for a purely imaginative
solution such as designing a new exercise machine for their pet hamster.

•

Try this website for information: DATA@data.org.uk

Do also have a look at our ‘My Little Book of Fun Things to Do’.
These have been sent home but are also available on our website:
www.westhoveinfants.co.uk

Community Involvement…
Reception classes had
visitors from people who
help us in the
community. They then
designed and made
their own emergency
vehicles.
Year 1 enjoy a class trip
to visit a castle before
they design and make
their own.

Spiritual, moral, social and cultural development…

